Speaking Skills: What Arabic Language Students Do in Simulation Activity?
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Abstract  Language skills, especially speaking skills, are necessary for mastering of a foreign language. Many strategies were applied in class setting to achieve the skills with several activities. Many researchers have suggested various activities to develop speaking skills for Arabic language. Among these activities are drama, role play, simulation etc. Each activity has different execution to meet the objective of language learning. This study aims to explore the strategies of Arabic language speaking skills among students through paired simulation activities. The qualitative approach is fully utilized through journal notes and observation check list. Four Arabic lecturers were involved in journal notes relating to their observations of strategies used by students in general. Meanwhile, a total of 12 respondents were selected by observing their simulation performances, especially in terms of language items. Then descriptive analysis was carried out to stipulate the data with the concentration on learning strategies for speaking skills of the students and language performance regarding the use of speaking Arabic during simulation activity. This study generally found that Arabic language learners practice speaking skills with the support of other strategies such as memory, writing and reading strategies. Meanwhile linguistics items produced by respondents in the activity have common errors including lexical choice, grammatical structure and morphological aspect. In the nutshell, simulation activity has significantly affected on students learning strategy and provides essential information for Arabic language lecturers to assist their students in improving their language performance especially speaking skills.
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1. Introduction

Speaking skills are one of the most important language skills. Basically, studies on speaking skills are known as oral approaches that emphasize the ability to speak a language. This speaking approach continues to evolve with the emergence of communicative approaches that also emphasize oral skills in language learning [10]. One of the suggested activities in the communicative approach is simulation activities. Wan Hasmah Wan Mamat and Nur Munirah Teoh Abdull [16] asserted that simulation games help teachers and students to interact as well as enliven the learning environment. In countries like China and Japan, language teachers encourage students to participate in, for example role plays, etc. [5]. In Malaysia, the familiar practice was carried out in foreign language
class setting whenever speaking skills becomes the focus of teaching and learning outcomes.

In this article, the case at UiTM became the focus of the study. Paired simulation is a language activity that uses dialogue techniques between two individuals. Only two students were involved as a pair in this activity for a minimum ten phrases for each partner. Before students embark on simulation, each pair will prepare for performances such as drafting a dialogue, scenes setting and characters role. Students must use learning skills to gather information, organize information, construct stories and write dialogues. After that, they will practice the dialogue smoothly and make the simulation becomes authentic language setting.

1.1. Simulation Activity

As mentioned by Khrasen (as cited in Mohd Azan Nair, 2000), adult language learners tend to learn consciously compared to child learners. Nevertheless, this difference does not prevent both groups from language learning and achieve considerable attainment [19]. Thus, adult learners need more conducive environments to be created to assist them in acquiring language skills, especially speaking skills. Then it becomes vital for teachers to identify students’ backgrounds and determine the objective of teaching and learning and provide practical activities within their capacity such as applicable, suitable for student level, full involvement, doable for every stage, related to their syllabus and attractive to all students [9, 20].

Many researchers have suggested various activities to develop speaking skills for Arabic language. However, to be specific on adult learners, some activities are not appropriate due to the time constrains and the level of challenges. Responding to this notion, Khalilullah [15] has outlined three principles to assist adult students learning of language:

1. Student has to be conscious that he/she is learning and then develops motivation to acquire language competency successfully;
2. Learning outcomes are only success through process, which does not happen spontaneously. It is a consistent and gradually process;
3. Students need an active interaction as a human; they will develop fast if given a support and assistant from their teachers, facilitators or lecturers.

One of the language activities is simulation which could be perceived as a part of drama and role play. In language learning, drama and role play accumulate many benefits to students beyond their language acquisition. It is proved that role-playing based learning activities can improve learners’ speaking and writing skills through peer-to-peer and self-correction behavior [33]. Drama and role play are also applicable in another subject to strengthen social skills and its values such as cooperative, readiness, planning and so on. Brown [7] and Kayi [14] differentiated simulation and role play noting that role plays are more elaborate whereby simulation is simple in simulations; students can bring items to the class to create a realistic environment. While Javid [13] wrote that simulation refers to the act of imitating the behavior of some situations or some process by means of something suitably analogous.

In this study, simulation activity is defined as “an imitation of certain situation using dialog between students with a short period which created a real situation to perform speaking skills among language learners.” From several readings on proposed activities for Arabic language teaching and learning, researchers have identified similar activities such as “Q & A”, “Introduce yourself”, “Tell about places” and “Greetings” [15], [18]. However, these activities are limited and designed to meet very specific outcomes such as new vocabulary learning, pronunciation of words and phrases use. Meanwhile simulation is conducted in pair with minimum two partners will give more opportunity for students to practice their language competency. In the other hand, monitoring and giving feedback become more precise in simulation compared to the group activities [drama or role play] with a large number of participants [18].

Obviously, the implementation of simulation games intended to help students learn language consciously and indirectly. Simulation is a language-oriented activity in which a student has to produce a language items (vocabulary, phrases and sentences) through speaking or writing [27]. Basically, simulation activities enable language learners to acquire language by reasoning (reading, analyzing, organizing and plotting dialogues) and indirectly such as correct pronunciation, memorization, practice and recall. This is in line with Mentalist theory and Mechanical theory in language acquisition theory [10].

1.2. Speaking Skills Strategies

Based on the simulation activities, students are expected to use a variety of strategies to make this process successful. Thus, Arabic language acquisition relates strongly on speaking skills which require an active TL environment. Other than that, specific strategies will only be practical when they were imposed on the right activities. Learning strategies classified into five, namely direct learning strategy, indirect learning strategy, interactive strategy, experimental strategy and self-learning strategy [9]. Therefore, looking language learning as productive oriented outcome, these strategies were narrowed into language learning strategies.

In language learning, there are generally six language learning strategies introduced by leading scholar, Oxford [22] that researchers often refer to in the Inventory of Language Learning Strategies (ILLS). Local scholars in Arabic, such as Kamarul Shukri Mat Teh et al. [32] have proposed a seventh, namely metaphysical strategy. Since this strategy is general and covers all aspects of language
skills in addition to speaking skills (i.e., reading, writing and listening), Oxford and Cohen [7], have detailed the strategy into six language skills along with items specific to each strategy. According to Nadhilah Abdul Pisal & Kamarul Shukri Mat Teh [24], the strategies are listening (LS), vocabulary strategy (VS), speech strategy (SS), reading strategy (RS), writing strategy (WS) and translation strategy (TS). The mentioned list of the strategies is not necessarily combined in one individual; some might be highly favored while the rest is not compatible due to the variety of learners’ profile.

Therefore, this study focuses only on speech strategies addressed in three questions as follows:
1. What I do to practice speech
2. What do I do to talk to someone
3. What do I do when I forget a vocabulary or phrase when speaking

The above questions are adopted from Oxford & Cohen [8] carried out as the guideline for researchers to embark on this study. Therefore, this study is not necessarily intended to respond the questions directly. However, these questions will reflect the study set up, process and the result. The illustration 1 below demonstrates how these questions functioning:

Illustration 1. Simulation Activity Process

This illustration describes the students’ endeavor to begin the activity. In the preparation stage, they will keep questioning to his/her partner how to practice the right vocabularies and phrases, how to ask and how to answer, what is the best attitude/action to talk to someone. Meanwhile the backup plan is always taken into consideration if they might forget any vocabulary or phrase during presentation. In summary, any strategy used by student in simulation activity could be identified in the preparation stage and presentation stage. Thus, participants’ journal notes and observation check list will work on this. Therefore, detail procedure for data collecting and analysis will be depicted in methodology section.

1.3. An Overview on the Related Past Studies

The issue of Arabic speaking skills has been recognized by scholars of Arabic language and education. Ahmad Sylalbi [30] echoes this by pointing out that long periods of learning Arabic in non-Arab languages do not show favorable results, but in fact find Arabic to be difficult language. While Ta’imah [31] described the aspects of communication for each individual as different from other people based on differences in environment, living situation, individual characteristics, fluency of language as a means of communication, speed of communication, and other factors in language communication. This is closely related to the teaching and learning (TL) process and related matters.

As such, the Arabic language education and teaching approach is needed for immediate change in order for the Arabic language courses offered to truly benefit students’ language skills. Since the emergence of communicative approach in TL of Arabic language, intensive studies were conducted on approach, methods, techniques, strategies, attitudes, contents of modules etc. However, this article will be limited to previous studies on speaking skills which have been conducted at various levels and many dimensions. This notion has a strong justification since in communicative approach speaking skills was regarded as center of language TL. Therefore, previous related studies could be stipulated from the illustration 2:

Illustration 2. Dimensions on Speaking Skills Studies for Arabic Teaching and Learning

Attitude of the language learners is a part of studies for many researchers, because attitude may determine the success of the learning process. Rahimi et al., [35] examined resource management strategies among students studying Arabic language skills. This study found that adult learners have their own ego and do not want to speak Arabic [35]. The reason is that their anxiety of their friends who have the basic language of Arabic will correct their mistakes even though they are small mistakes. These findings support the theory of learner’s difference between adult and child. However, this phenomenon
could be overcome by creating class activities that may transform negative attitude to positive one. Role play activity was proven to be positively accepted among adult learners and has capability in predicting their proficiency in Arabic speaking skills [18].

Teaching method is highly significant and has great impact on speaking skills. Academically speaking, since the emergence of communicative approach in Arabic language teaching and learning, many methods were proposed by scholars and educators in foreign language. Zawawi Ismail et al. [12] have embarked on the study of teaching methods of Arabic language. They focused on the practice of teachers teaching Arabic language in religious schools. This study found that teachers often use the ‘question-and-answer’, 'repetition and pronunciation' techniques to improve their Arabic speaking skills. Even these methods were acceptable, variety in class activities will be more intriguing and effective to lighten up class environment. Current studies also highlighted recent issues related to speaking skills by Masyitoh Yaacob & Kaseh Abu Bakar [33]. This study found that there are still shortcomings in the study of oral language teaching methods. It was emphasized that studies on the teaching of Arabic language skills must continue to be explored in terms of the process of implementation of the teaching approach. The latest study on communicative approach by Zawawi Ismail et al. [12] proposed the combination of verbal and non-verbal communication must be strong to ensure successful teaching and learning. Thus, in simulation activity, students are expected to intentionally manipulate verbal and non-verbal communication for the task accordingly.

The function of vocabulary in determining language competency could not be disputed. In the theory ground, teaching and learning of language have to provide sufficient and relevant vocabularies for the learners. Four language skills will not achieve the objective if the issue of vocabulary is taken for granted. Ashinida Aladdin [2] has carried a study on vocabulary relationship with speaking performance. She mentions that the reasons leading to the weakness of the Arabic language student's language skills are that they are often unable to speak a single word or make a grammatical sentence as they wish to convey to the audience [2]. The study also found that vocabulary problems caused the students’ difficulty in speaking [2]. The findings of the study suggested that student’s positive attitude toward role play activity will enhance their performance in Arabic learning, especially speaking skills [18]. As mentioned by Wildi and Titin [1], grammatical aspect such as gender agreement is one of the most problematic in oral production. However language activity may reduce the problem when it comes into practice. Study carried out by Asrori, I. [4], reinforces the view that oral skills are a benchmark of one's speaking skills. In order to achieve the purpose of speaking skills, he has introduced three basic principles, namely the ability to distinguish sounds, find meaning and understand expressions [4]. These principles could be elaborated to mental processes such as understanding, responding, matching, adjusting and responding [21]. It was also suggested that language learners must be encouraged and motivated to build their confidence using Arabic in their speech. As Goh and Azman [28] asserted, speaking skills are productive activity, and it required language learners to participate actively in producing language use, and this can be realized through simulation.

This current study is particularly significant in term of improving the quality of Arabic teaching and learning. The main goal of the Arabic language is to develop oral communication skills among Arabic language learners. Therefore, the implementation of simulation activities is beneficial for teachers and students if they can utilize the activity effectively and successfully.

2. Methodology

2.1. Research Context

This study uses fully qualitative approach. Based on this category, data interpretation will not use numerical presentation and no statistical application will be involved. Therefore, the instrument of this study is the researcher himself who is responsible for observing, recording and
evaluating. The study has carried out two phases for data collection, namely journal notes and observation checklist.

2.1.1. Phase 1

Journal Notes: Four faculty members were asked to record their observations before and after the simulation tests were conducted. To ensure usability of the notes, three criteria were outlined to record intended information. Firstly, this note provides useful data for researchers to identify strategies used by students to master speaking skills. Secondly, each group involved must be observed regardless of their genders and level of proficiency. Therefore, no specific criteria imposed to give them more freedom to jot down any useful information that attracted their observation. Finally, the notes must provide some opinion by the observer regarding the observation with their own perspective and expertise.

2.1.2. Phase 2

Observation Check List: 12 students were involved as participants. They were Arabic language learners in UiTM Terengganu March-July 2019 semester of study. They come from third level Arabic language in the degree program (TAC501). The concentration on this particular group has a fair justification considering the participants has passed two levels which expected to be more proficient compared to first and second level groups.

Study Procedure: The students involved are given one task, one (1) minute simulation. Upon completion of the presentation, the researcher will list down any language errors (phonetic, morphological, syntactic and pragmatic) and make corrective suggestions. Subsequently when the actual test of the simulation is performed, then the scores obtained by the study participants will be evaluated with notes also made during the simulation. Therefore, in this study, this group was considered as controlled group.

2.2. Analysis

Descriptive-inductive analysis was applied in the data. Each data obtained will be scrutinized and discussed based on previous research and findings for comparison and critical analysis.

3. Result and Discussion

This section presents two basic findings, the first of which is a review of the lecturers' notes that refer to the students' strategies in the simulation activities. The second is the findings of the students’ simulation assessments. Based on the assessment process (1) one minute and the actual test (2) two minutes, the researcher has listed some mistakes made by the participants of the study. Based on observations, the observed language errors can be categorized into lexical, grammatical and pragmatic use.

Based on the notes of the Arabic language lecturers, the study has found a theme that focuses on the learning strategies used by the Arabic language learners. This is explained as follows:

1. Memorizing Strategies:

The fact of remembering or memorizing is the most fundamental stage in the theory of learning. This can be attributed to Bloom's [6] Taxonomic theory of 'memory,' which aims to remember and memorize as the basis of learning. In this simulation activity, the study found that the informant involved noted that remembering was a powerful strategy, in that all students agreed to use this strategy to prepare the simulation task. But the level of students practicing this strategy is as different as the following: “Some students memorize the simulation dialog well.” {Inf.1}. This statement is supported by the following informant note “Most students were found to be able to remember simulated texts well, fluently and clearly” {Inf. 4}. The informant added that “Students are found to be able to memorize texts well and translate ideas through clear and fluent speech.” Based on this situation, the lecturers have given students time to reflect on their memory as follows: “I give 20 to 30 minutes to build the text of the conversation and memorize it.” {Inf.2}. The same is said by the informant regarding the process of remembering the text experienced by his students. He notes: “They do not have enough time to memorize ...” which is why “lecturers have to wait for them to memorize a few moments before they make a presentation” {Inf. 3}.

In short, memory strategies are very important for students who want to play Arabic simulation. This clearly shows that it is difficult for students to perform spontaneous simulations, especially when the Arabic language is new to them. Al-khresheh, M. H., Khaeurrozikin, A., & Zaid, A. H. [3] have mentioned among the essential factors to communicate effectively in Arabic language is an ability to memorize maximum numbers of vocabulary. Therefore, many techniques are proposed to enhance student memorization such as drilling, question & answer and chorus exercise [16]. These techniques can be imposed on students by themselves or supervised by their lecturers before the simulation presentation. The study was carried out by Rosni et al. [26] on debater trainers. Specifically, the role of trainers is confirmed to ensure the success of the debaters through three approaches namely collecting resources, reinforcement and application. In this regards, reinforcement is crucial to help student memorize the appropriate vocabulary, phrase and sentence structure.

2. Writing Strategies:

The writing strategy defined here as how students first
write scripts that will be used for simulation activity purposes. The facilitators were found to guide the students to write simulated scripts, either by supervision (i.e. students formulate dialogues and then get advice and correct mistakes) or the facilitators provided a general draft and students developed their own dialogues according to the needs of their simulation partners.

The informant’s note shows students using this strategy as follows: “Almost all were diligent in making the text (talking, asking lecturers, asking other friends) {Inf. 1}. Even this writing strategy is also helpful and very important for students to support their memory strategies such as the statement: “… these students just ask for some extra time to help them memorize and memorize the text of the conversation.” {Inf. 2}

In preparing the script, some students provided a dialogue on grammatical aspects as noted by the informant 3: “they took verses already in the book and exchanged some elements such as examples of pronouns, exchange of verbs derivation patterns with the gender different, numbers of doer and so on. “The same was noted by informant 4 as it states: “Lecturers encourage students to add simulated text by referring to the learning in the textbook.”

Based on this writing strategy, students can practice their Arabic grammar skills, especially with the guidance of lecturers. As can be seen from the analysis of the errors in the next section, there are still grammatical errors made by the students. But these aspects of error are actually detectable and can be improved by suggesting specific techniques in grammar teaching.

3. Reading Strategy:

The intended reading strategy can be viewed from the first two angles, where students read the dialogue text repeatedly to support the memory strategy and the second is that students use notes to help them carry out actual simulation activities. In fact, when a student is reading during the simulation activity, it is highly unlikely that the student will not use the memory strategy or will not be able to use it effectively.

The lecturer guides the students to read the text to ensure the correct pronunciation and style as noted: “Next, the lecturer asks the student to read the text in large numbers to facilitate the pronunciation of the student” {Inf.4}. Such exercises are practical if students use the same script for simulation activities. But as students develop this dialogue themselves, then the guidance of the lecturer is crucial to helping them read it correctly before remembering which dialog to use.

On the other hand, reading strategies give a negative message that students cannot speak well. This is clearly noted by the four informants in this study:

a. "Some students don't even memorize, just look at the paper and read it." {Inf. 1}

b. "The third group is a simple group that is, occasionally looking at the text during the presentation and the level of fluency and pronunciation" {Inf. 2}

c. "… Bring scripts or hold a phone with a picture of the script during the simulation process.” {Inf. 3}

d. "There are also students who do not remember the text and have to look at the text during the simulation test" {Inf. 4}

Based on this strategy, the researcher looks at it from a positive angle, which is why it is effective for students to read to help them remember difficult or newly learned words / words. As such, this reading technique can be useful as it helps to recall and support students' self-confidence during activity.

Then the second phase of the study is conducted through observation checklist on the linguistic items for student’s production during simulation presentation. Researchers have classified this matter with concentrating on erroneous into two, lexical preference and phrase structure.

1. The lexical and morphological error occurs in three aspects:

a) Lack of awareness/unable to differentiate between the use of Arabic verbs for male and female. The student memorizes only one word for a meaning such as تسكن- تمارس which means ‘you live’ and ‘you practice’ <P01>. The correct use of this lexical is تسكن- تمارس with the same meaning but with reference to the female gender. The same applies to تفصل. تفصل <P10> used in masculine patterns, although it refers to the feminine in the actual context. In addition, misspelled pronouns also caused students to rely on their own assumptions such as ذو <P09> and ذو <P10>.

b) Unable to use the correct verb conjugation
It occurs in phrases such as: نحن نلعب (supposedly: نحن نلعب) لماذا أنت تلعب <P02>; (نحن نلعب) هل تذهب .... <P05>; (لماذا أنت تلعب) هل ذهبت .... العظمة الماضي <P01> (supposedly: العظمة الماضي).

c) Lack of awareness/unable to differentiate between word classes (verb and verbal noun)
It occurs in phrases such as <P04> (supposedly: آنا أصل صلاة الضحى); ‘I make a revision’ is stated in <P05> (supposedly: آنا مراجعة); and ‘Because he read the book’ is pronounced <P04> (should be: لأنه قرأ الكتاب).

2. Phrase structure
Students are also unable to use possessive phrase and adjective phrase in correct structure. The pattern of Idafah (possession) is expressed in conjunction with a definite marker such as <P01> or an adjective pattern not identical to an object of the genus aspect like قريني جميل.
which is supposed to be فرعتي جميلة

This observation checklist has demonstrated what really occurs during simulation activity regarding linguistic aspect and learning process. Limited lexical preference will lead students to the mistake, even certain lexical has the right meaning, but the use is incorrect because the respondent only memorize one pattern of the lexical while in fact he/she should be aware that the same lexical owns several patterns accordingly to the context.

4. Conclusions

In general, this study has successfully identified some important factors that help Arabic language learners and students to improve their acquisition of Arabic through simulation activities.

First and foremost, according to the lecturer’s notes, there are three strategies that are important for students to master speaking skills in Arabic, namely, memorization, writing and reading strategies. Considering these strategies, researcher must work simultaneously in the process of improving students’ Arabic speaking skills. Researchers recommend that this reading strategy can be developed creatively among students in particular to provide appropriate material for students to read by concentrating on the useful phrases for communication. The features should be interesting, concise, accurate, and not entirely informative in the script.

This study was able to identify aspects of common error experienced by students such as lexical selection, morphological and grammatical aspect. This study also found that lack of vocabulary will contribute to the student’s inability to speak in Arabic. As a result, students end up memorizing the sentences rather than to speak the language spontaneously. Even the memory strategies are good especially at the very earliest stages of learning, but students should be encouraged to be familiar with the words and have wider chance to use the vocabularies in various activities.

Similar to the finding of previous studies [33], [2], [23], the result of the study shows that students still need effective guide and techniques to help them understand basic Arabic formulas over time. It is hoped that with sufficient vocabularies and correct application of grammatical knowledge in speaking activities, students can express their ideas and communicate fluently according to their language level.

It is obvious that much still needs to be done by Arabic language researcher to investigate the effectiveness of various teaching and learning strategies to enhance Arabic speaking skills among students. Based on this particular finding, researchers assume that future research could be benefited by extending these investigations of simulation activities through variety of tasks that include a variety of speech patterns, such as spontaneous speech, or more extended discourse such as narration, description, exposition, and argument.
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